MINI-DUCTOR II

Specs: Handheld, 120v, AC, 1000 watt output power, portable induction heater. Unit D’s: 15” x 2.5” x 2.5”. 2.6 lb. Complete kit D’s: 19” x 11” x 5”. 6.2 lb. 6’ cord. Kit includes: Mini-Ductor II power supply with two thumb screws, Storage case with custom foam inserts, one U-form coil, one 7/8” Pre-form coil, one Bearing Buddy coil, & instruction manual.

Description: The Mini-Ductor II uses electromagnetic fields for the heating of ferrous and some non-ferrous metals without the danger of an open flame. This flameless heat system is also faster, smaller, and more precise than an oxy-acetylene system. Turn a ¾” nut cherry red in 15 seconds! If you totally eliminate torches, be sure to tell your insurance company for a possible discount on your general liability insurance.

Applications: Frozen/rusted/stuck/corroded/thread-lock compounded nuts & bolts, fasteners, steering & suspension nuts, bearings, gears, pulleys, inline nuts, fuel tank strap nuts, O2 sensors, brake line nut, lug nuts, exhaust manifold bolts, truck bed bolts, harmonic balancer bolt, windshield wiper nuts, A/C lines, seat belt bolts, U-bolts/drive shaft bolts, bearing hub /or race removal, tie rod sleeves, soft hail dent removal(PDR), metal fabrication, soldering, heat treating, and free up frozen hinges. Also removes undercoating and bed liner from nuts and bolts.

New Features: Reinforced heat stabilized thermoplastic housing provides for increased durability inside and out, covered terminals for superior safety protection, improved ergonomics with a grenade grip handle, and work area illumination (LED).

FAQ: How long do the coils last? Answer: On average, in the hands of a mechanic, 500 uses. If the work load never comes in contact with the coil, over 3000 uses can be expected.

Warranty: 1 year parts & labor manufacture warranty
P/N: MD-700

MINI-DUCTOR COIL KIT

Specs: D’s 11” x 7.5” x 3”. Kit includes 8 interchangeable coils; one 1 ¾” Preformed coil (INIMD99-607), one 1 ½” Preformed coil (INIMD99-608), one 1 ¼” Preformed coil (INIMD99-609), one 1” Preformed coil (INIMD99-610), two 7/8” Preformed coil (INIMD99-601), one ¾” Preformed coil (INIMD99-611), and one 7/8” Long (11.5”) Preformed coil (INIMD99-605).

Description: The Mini-Ductor Coil Kit has seven different size coils for heating nuts up to 1 ½” or a 1 ¾” diameter work load.

P/N: MD99-650

MINI-PAD

Specs: Pad D’s 3 ¾” x 3 ¾”. Item D’s 9 ½” x 3 ¾” x ½”.

Applications: The Mini-pad is an accessory for the removal of decals, graphics, pinstripe, emblems, and body side moldings. All come off with adhesive. Even soften spray paint to easily wipe off.

P/N: MD99-604